Black Studies Conference Marks Malco m X Birthday
By 1.011’11 BROOKS
Daily sttart Writer
Malcolm X, by way of introduction, is considered the
living MPSMail of many Black people. Living in the sense
that in the hearts of many Blacks his reincarnation (he
was assassinated by mercenaries F1.1). 21, 19651, from an
American economic slave t() a Black man, made him immortal.
Monday afternoon Malcolm would have celebrated his
44th birthday. His followers on campus and in the community svill celebrate it for him, at SJS with a conference
on Black Studies.
The conPnence will be very much related to the beliefs
that Malcolm espoused A question once posed to the dynamic leader was: "Why Black Nationalism?" Malcom’s
reply: "How can there be White-Black solidarity before
there is first Black solidarity?"
Black Studies, many feel. is a filNt step on this campus
in securing mal Black solidarity. This institution along
with her sister, San Francisco State, will be implementing
one of Malcolm’s basic demands, the demand that the
"Great Society" wake up.
A curriculum relevant to the needs of Black people, and
instructional to Whites, is a birthday tribute to a man,
who forecast five years ago that the doom of college campuses was pending.

GERALD LABRIE, center, interim chairman of the Black
Studies Department, issued an appeal for moral and financial support from the campus and the community,
during a press conference yesterday at Tower Hall.
Flanked by Sheila Younge, technical assistant to Black
studies, and Mel Whitfield, program recruiter, LaBrie

revealed plans to hire five Black faculty members for
the new department. Plans were also announced through
Whitfield for a two-day convocation exploring the relationship between the community and the Black Studies
Department.
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Appeals Board
To Hear Case
For Good Guys
The Good Guys appealed their case
last night to their court of last resort
- the College Judicial Appeals Board
appointed by Pres. Robert D. Clark.
The Good Guys are challenging not
only the final disqualification decision,
but the procedures used to determine
the verdict of the Associated Students
(A.S.) Judiciary. They claim the disqualification verdict is not valid because a quorum, con.sisting of four
student justices anti two faculty justices, was not present for the closed
deliberations. A quorum was present.
however, for the actual trial. Philip
Wander, assistant professor of speech,
abstained from the deliberations because of personal conflicts in the case.
He did stay for the hearing, however.
The nine metnber of the apfs)als
board were recommended by the Academie Council for Student Affairs and
finally appointed by PIT’S. Clark.
Faeulty members are Dr. Dennis
iialdecott, assistant. professor of Englets; Dr. Mi4X Kramer, professor of
mathematics; Mrs. Mary Gilbert, associate professor of women’s P.E.; Ray
Quinn, associate professor of law enforcement; and Dr. Harrison McCreath, professor of speech-communiea t ion.
Student members are Susan [’nooks,
Thomas Botts. Phillip Congdon, and
Carol Ya" .11

Weather
-Looks like w.., c in for nasty
weather. I see a bad storm on the
move." Clear, fair, dull, etc., weather
through Saturday. followed by multiplying clouds late in the day with
rain likely. that’s right. RAIN. Sunday
on your way to church. High by the
Music Dept.: 76 trombone, degrees.

No 1969-70 Budget for Band;
Closed Session Explains Vote
By GAYLE PARKER
Daily Polideal Writer
Associated S t udents A.S.) Council
decided the varsity marching and pep
bands will not receive an A.S. budget
for 1969-70, at least as far as this
council is concerned.
Band officials, however, were urged
by council members to seek funding
through next year’s council, allegedly
a "hospital council," according to
Andy McDonald, graduate representative.
Next year’s council. which will he
installed at it special dinner May 20,
could fund the bands through the A.S.
special allocations budget for 1969-70.

Berkeley Turmoil
Over Land Rights;
Reagan Calls Guard
BERKELEY (AP)
Police used
shotguns and tear gas to break up a
riot over the possession of a vacant lot
owned by the UC at Berkeley, and 50
persons were injured late yesterday
In Sacramento, Gov. Ronald Reagan
called out the National Guard.
A terse announcement from /Icagan’s office said:
"At the request of the mayor, city
manager and chief of police of Berkeley
and the sheriff of Alameda county,
Gov. Reagan has ordered the National
Guard into active duty in the Berkeley
arca.’’
At least nine of those injured were
hit by birdshot,
By late afternoon yesterday, the
area just south of the campus was deserted except for policemen at every
corner.

Council’s vote of 11-5-1 to revert a
$10.796 reserve to the A.S. general
budget fund might be explained in light
of over-expenditures and an apparent
conflict with the bands’ director, Prof.
Roger Muzzy,
Council met in closed session for
half-an-hour prior to their decision,
discussing aspects of the band and
hfuzzy. Council members later hinted
claims of mismanagement of funds and
other complaints will be brought before the spring budget committee,
which is authorized to hear such
complaints.
A.S. Treasurer Dave Aikman, who
requested the closed session, declined
to comment on the details of the alleged complaints, although he did admit the bands’ account was 15 per
cent overdrawn this year.
The decision to revert the $10,796
set aside for the bands’ use was a
"surprise" to student band public relations officer Larry Marks.
Ken Roberts. a member of the two
bands, commented he was also surprised as council indicated "aS late as
lust week that the bands would get
the money when certain critetia had

McMasters May
Try Another Slate
Jim McMasters, disqualified presidential candidate on The Good Guys
slate, said yesterday, "I will not rule
out the possibility that I would run
with another slate if all other roads
were closed
but only then."
McMasters added he is now going
on the assumption that the appeal will
go through. "At this point it is just
speculation what I would do if the
slate were finally disqualified.
"We fully intend to go ahead as a
slate now," he said.

A two-day conference Sunday and Monday will explore
the relationship of the community to the Black Studies
Department at SJS.
The conference, open to the public. will begin with a
panel discussion Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in thr Little Theater
of the Speech and Drama building on "How Can Black
Studies Relate to the Black Community?"
Monday, "The Relevance of Black Studies in White Institution.s" will be discussed at noon in Morris Dailey
Auditorium, followed by a reception at 2:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B to enable everyone to meet the discussion
patt icipants.
"We sincerely hope that this will he a step toward mak.
ing dialogue with the Black community a living reality,"
said Mel Whitfield recruiter for the Black Studies Department, at a press conference yesterday.
At the same time, Gerald LaBrie, interim Black Studies
chairman, is.sued an appeal for both moral and financial
supixtrt from members of the community.
Financial aid is needed to hire additional faculty members for the department. "Such new and innovative programs (as Black Studies and EOP) cannot be fully subsidized on the budget that is presently allotted to the
state college system," LaBrie said.

been met "and additional sources of
income secured for the band.
A six point tentative agreement
combining revenues from the A.S. budget, special allocations, Spartan Foundation, state money and other services
from the college (i.e. a part time faculty assistant) was reached last week
and unofficial agreement by all concerned was indicated.
A.S. Pres. Dick Miner later told
council he felt the reverting action did
not show "good faith" in either his or
council’s vice chairman John Merz’
negotiations to rectify the band
problems.
Several council members also indicated they doubted if the various
promised benefits, such as scholarships,
would actually become a reality for
the band.

Committee Accepts
ROTC, AFROTC
On SJS Campus
B;$ JIM DOURGARIAN
Daily Political Writer
The Undergraduate Studies Committee of Academic Council voted Wednesday by a "substantial" amount to
accept ROTC and AFROTC on campus
with the following five changes:
"1) All ROTC and AFROTC programs are to be limited to two-year
programs in the junior and senior
years
"2) Total units allowed for academic
credit toward a degree for courses
taken in the military program are to
be reduced to 16.
"31 ROTC and AFROTC programs
are not to fulfill the minor requirenients for any degree.
"4) Courses, such as military history, political theory, foreign policy,
geopolitics, which can be taught in
academic departments in the college,
must be utilized in the ROTC and
AFROTC programs if such subject
matter is covered.
"51 The college should take all
necessary steps to assure that the next
contract stipulates the implementation
of the experimental course program,
C. or its equivalent for ROTC, that
objectionable language which limts the
college’s academic control of the programs is deleted, and that provisions

gthiels

uttremwirt:-

Padded Cell

Tonight, on KSJS (90.7) at 6, Padded Cell disc jockeys Rick
Bailin will feature an interview with ex-Saint Christopher,
school biology class teaching Darwinism and Adam and Eve,
art films at the Gay theater. Bob Dylan will be attending to

Brown and Richard
a look into a high
and review current
fill in the gaps.

Folk Concert

Arabic, and Indian music in his presFolksinger Sandy Bull, vvho includes
entations, will appear tonight at 8:15 at the art quad. His free concert is sponsored by the College Union Progrdm

King Benefit
"Mrs. Daily," a play dealing with interpersonal discovery, will be presented by
the Council Players, a local amateur drama group, as a benefit program for the
campus Martin Luther King Jr. Scholarship Fund on Saturday, May 24. Tickets
for the 8 p.m. performance in Concert Hall are $3 for adults and $1.50 for students, and are available at the Student Affairs Business Office and Campu.s
Christian Center.

Sympathy Rally
A noon rally on Seventh Street will be held today in sympathy for Berkeley
students who were shot in yesterday’s unrest. A. S. president Dick Miner is expected to speak, according to Ted Weisgal. Prominent members of the community
have also been contacted to speak.

are devised to assure continuous academic review of the academic quality
of the ROTC and AFROTC programs."
The matter now goes to the Curiiculum and Instruction Committee of
Academic Council which can accept,
reject or change the Undergraduate
Studies Committee’s recorrunendations.
The committee will then make its
recommendations to Academic Council
which also has the power to accept,
reject or change.
However, the matter cannot be acted
upon by Academic Council until June 2.
If a decision is reached by then or by
its June 4 meeting. it will then go to
the president’s office, where the final
decision is made.
The committee defeated motions to
accept both programs in their present
forms and denial of credit for units
toward graduation with a denial of
academic rank to the military faculty,
both of which were a possibility.
An ad hoc ROTC review committee
made the recommendations to the
Undergraduate Studies Committee after months of taking testimony both
pro and con ROTC.
Voted down by the committee were
two extra changes recommended by
the ad hoc committee to grade all
ROTC and AFROTC courses on a
pass-no credit basis and to eliminate
all uniformed drill on campus or
identifiable with the college.
Gerald A. Cory Jr., Arrospaee
Studies Department chairman, said of
the decision, "It remsents a conscientious and constructive effort to
reach a position that will serve the
interests of the nation and the college."
Col. Edgar B. Colladay, Military
Science Department head, stated, "My
vomments would coincide with those of
Maj. Cory." He said he wa.s appreciative of the ad hoc committee’s efforts
and scholarly attempt to constructively
help ROTC and the college.

Fees Payment
Fres for the fall semester nuist be
paid this spring unless a deferment or
postfxmement is obtained. Deferrnent
or postponement forms are available
in MH431, Building 0-7, ED103, E14.3,
S127, opposite check-out stand in library and ADM234.
Fces are due today for names beginning with Hf-Hz.

Football Boycott

Fraternity Probe

Ethnic, Racial Organizations Exert Influence
is the second of
EDIT(Pit’s NoTE:
a three-part
on minorities at sels.
Tway’s article (111.11,004 on the role ethnic
ortranIzation have played 1.11 C111111111,
Part III
feature comments frimi students 011 current 1/1111111.1104 11101 future
needs.
Ily .1111 REG WV

a oil
GREEN
Daily Minoritte %Alters
In the past few years, ethnic and racial
organizations have begun to exert great influence on SJS activities and policies. While
striving to better social and educational conditions for minority students, these groups
have been instrumental in hringing significant
elvor.e to all levels of society.
The M010 VO1’111 of these. amone 111001

United Black Students for Action (UBSA),
Black Students Union (HSU), Mexican -American Students Confederation (MASC) and the
Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA),
have also been the more active.
Spearheading the Black movement for
equality. the recently-organized BSU is an
outgrowth of the URSA chapter originally
formed here in 1967 by former sociology instructor farry Edwards
JOINT EFFORTS
Since their inception, both groups have
fotieht against disci imination in housing.
fraternities and sororities, and for increased minority enrollment and opportunities,
both on and off campus.
Their activities have resulted in the cancellation of the University of Texas at El Paso
football gime, just sveeks after urtsn was
formed when racial violence threatened: the

creation of the campus ombudsman position:
boycott of the Brigham Young University
football game last November; and official investigations into the Athletic Department and
Greek systems.
UBSA members were also instrumental in
teh formation of the Black Studies Department, which Will begin enrolling students in
the fall, and advancement of the Educational
Opportunity Program (FOP) to one of the
largest and most successful EOP groups in
111e count ry.
MASC. in eonjunction with United People
Arriba and many other campus and community Chicano organizations, has devoted itself
totally to "Ea Causa," the Mexican -American
cultutal revival movement in the United
States.
While ervitnlizinl their Mexienn origin and
its vulture. MASC and Chicanos also promote

influence toward basic U.S. institutions, thus
asserting botnnatural birthright and heritage.
SJS MASC has demonstrated at vittually
all area colleges (having chapters at eacht,
calling for more relevant curriculum and increased self-determination of the educational
destiny of the Chicano.
GRADUATE PROGRAM
Generally, positive administrative response
has met the persistence of the movement, and
Mexican -American studies now exist to varying degrees in most eollrges. SJS, responsive
to recommendations from the Mexican-American Affairs Committee, has recently instituted a gtaduate program in Mexican-American Studies. a development unique in the
state eollege system.
A MASC contingent WaS instrumental in
the rehiring of a Gonzales High Sehool teachMarrh-April movement
er-intern, when

brought thorough investigation by the courts.
San Jose City Council has also felt the collective caustic discontent of Chicanos. in numerous confrontations in council chambers.
AAPA is founded on the belief that, though
they are considered America’s "Minority success story." there is a basic fallacy in America
about, the Oriental -American’s role.
"Follow the example, of the Orientals,"
AAPA says, is just the uninformed or racist
U.S. way of saying "they know their place."
AAPA asserts that differences in the Oriental
image compared to Blacks and Chicanos is
"an unfair analogy. We had a common culture
and language to huddle around." Blacks and
Chicanos didn’t have this to the same degree.
AAPA
AAPA was active in the strident strike last
November. and also supported the AFT
strike
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When the press is free, it may be good or bad
freedom it can never be anything but bad.
Rill Ilurscbmann

Editor

but

Ji.:111{1- SPOILTU:it

certainly without
Albert Camus

Roger Chapman

I was graduated from SJS in June, 1967.
4inct. that time two thoughtful SJS sodialog professors Itae ensured that 1 be
a regular reripient .of the Spartan Daily.
Nlore than 1111CC. upon reading an article,
I lia%e taken pen in hand to write the
Daily and place the -real" facts before
the student body --- you see, like all A.S.
preitlents before and after me, 1 too belieYe that my way of thinking is tlw one
that’s correct. Each 1.
however, my
prolific literar effort at student-wide enlightenment failed to make it to a mailbox.
I ill‘MICC
111.
I
.%er, I hail an opportunity
to read Jim Brewer’s -Cross-Eared Rabbit" article of April 15, a self-proclaimed
expose of Seth Al Alquist’s IDSan Jose)
" . . . contribution to contemporary political insattit.- Sometimes I guess ive
just don’t realize how lucky we are to
lia%e people like Jim guiding our political
thought.

Advertising Mgr.

Editorial

On Opinion Unanimity
,
’

Tliis week is. of all things. national
police week.
l’Aery year the Department of Law
Enforcement and Administration ellsplays a motley good bunch ttf police
pa rapherna I ia et% er by MacQuarrie
Dail to emphasize the fact.
are ambulances and sirens.
counterfeit money and paddy wagons.
There are drug displays, photos of
wanted desiwrados, uniforms. badges
and car-.
Tuesday there was also the SDS.
troublesome SDS dewsn’t like the police. They made their own display and
put pictures len it of people Iwing hurt
by the police. Then they took their
other side of the coin over by the police display.
The re -tilt was much confusion. The
police were trying to tell everyone how
good and necessary they are. The SIDS
was trying to tell everyone how bad
and needles-. the police are. There was
lunch discussion, questions. and some
answers. Tliere was not unanimity of
opinion.
This troulded cling Executive Vire

Tin,

;
;

President David Barry. Ile likes unanimity of opinion. Ile said no permit
for SDS to- display with the police.
Their presence. he saitl. could produce
an "explosive situation."
isited the police anyway.
SDS
There %as uo explosion, uo confrontation. Just two sitles of the story.
Dr. Barry, howeer sent mer word
that SDS was "not appropriate.’" This
further confused all concerned. If they
are not appropriate. I guess that means
tlity sl
Id not be here, some surmised. So SDS was persuaded to leave.
nhappy over the ruling, SDS decided to return the following day and
picket the police display. They were
met by a policeman playing bagpipes
and wearing kilts.
,Xlso some other policemen playing
wall and wearing guns. Dr. Barry’s orders.
Some shouted. others just looked.
Nom. talked. nor asked questions, nor
answered questions.
This somehow seemed not appropri
ate.
G.P.

Staff Comments

Fee Paying Trauma

-

By LINDA
patter registration reminds me of
the mother robin tring to teach her
to fh. After a hasty briefing.
the little bird hesitatingly perches on the
nest’s edge :11111 makes its big leap only
I below.
itr fall on the hard. cold gr
With the date for me to pay fall se.
nie.ter fee. approaching rapidly, 1 feel
hesitant like the little bird. I’m g g to
S7I1 not knowing what I’m going to
get in return. 1 never felt the trauma of
regisliming fees hefore. 1 always hail
tration packet containing all class cards
clutched tightly in hand upon surrenderMg my n(((((( .y to the smiling cashier. 1
kit lllll re secure about registration then.
lien 1 paid for sunutier school re:I:lir:0ton. there was no question of the class
I would get. and I now lime in my posses-ion a remstiring little beige card proving
s.
Ihme registered officially for three
117 offieials would do students a
answering a few questions. For
-el ire
m-tance. what about priorities iti regis-

GIFFORD
tration? It

goes without saying that
st
s’ cards sl
Id be the first to he
shuffled through the computer. They need
specific courses and units for graduation.
hat happens when a student changes
his fall study list? It’s not
his mind Ai
to make study list changes up
uncoil lllll
until and through the day elan instructior.

begins.
What if the computer breaks down?
It’s a possibility. Just the other (lay I
heard a Je. transfer’s sad story of her experiences with c pester registration. Just
as the computer wan sorting through
eards, it blew up! To make matters worse,
this student was registered (not hy any
will of her own) for 32 units instead of
1 van’t help being skeptical about cam.
puter registration’s’ (hbut at SJS in the

the feeling that our little bird
fall. 1
is going to jmnp off the nest’s edge and
fall on its face. I hope someone will he
there to catch it when and if it does fall.

Courts Growing Up
By. JUDY RICKARD
Two weeks ago, a trio of federal judges
Obseenitv is in the eye of the beholder.
in Los Angeles upheld the constitution.
according to two recent court decisions
ality of a 19611 law allowing individuals to
vshiell have freed Americans to choose
protest the home mailing of advertise%Mehl materials they wish to read. or ban
ments for certain materials.
s
their I
fr
The first test of the law. adopted on
The courts are growing up. They’re
April 15, 1668, gave individuals broad and
filially taking an adult attitude on issuis
personal discretion to determine what is
in the continuing conflict over obscenity.
obscene.. Objectionable materials ran be
Ili.torically. judges. customs officials
registered at the post office. An addressee
and postmasters have determined what
may ask the postmaster general, by means
aceeptable reading matter for individuals.
of a complaint form, to force the mailer
.1t long 1:14. the courts are realizing
to stop further mailings to his home.
Lawrence and
what Benrt \Idler.
The c plaint also directs the gender
otlitr auti.eetisorship c r s a (I e r s have
to drop the individual’s name from any
other mailing lists. Violation of the order
A responsible rwrson should he allowed
ran cause the sender to be held in conto choose what he wants to read.
tempt of court.
A I7.S. Supreme Court decision in March
These two decisions are important. The
granted huh% iduals the right to look at
first guarantees the indi-idual freedom to
ies or read flirty I ks in the
dirty
read matirials others r ay object to with.
priyary of their homes. The decision. read
out penalty. The secotal is even more im
by Justice Thurgood Marnhall. said "a
portant. It affirms the individual’s right
man. sitting alone in his own house, (can
to determine what hp wants to read, and
determine) what books he may read or
gives him an effective means to control
what films he may watch."
that which he doesn’t wish to read.
The derision is valid. It still allows sonic
More important than the freedom to
controls for regulation of dissetnination to
choose what you wan to read is the right
minors. but frees the reponsible person
to determine and control what ’,nit don’t
to -satisfy intelleetual and emotional netds
want to read.
in the privacy of his own home."

"Military -industrial complexes never die ... never die ... never die ...!"

Thrust and Parry

r

Many Varied Views
Professional Pilot
Editor:
Since the Good Guys have been axed. and
nobody wants the bad guys, why don’t we do

without student government for a year? Let
the administration run the college. It would
be nice to have again a professional pilot at
the helm.
William O. tfuttlinger
A 19630

or love ourselves equally to others (because
they are !tying to destroy God or LIS/ we
may execute or fight. But obviously if everyone loved as they should, they wouldn’t
destroy.
P.S. Reincarnation cannot be proven. It’s
almost a platitude that no religious idea can
be proven if "proven" is a matter of reason
only.
Francine Walker
AI 760

Almost a Platitude

Defending Hensley.

Editor;
I believe much of Richard Amyx’s letter
is incorrect. However, he is apparently sincere. He is also right. I think, to use the
Bible as an authority to almost all who even
ciaim to be Christians and the Old Testament
as an authority to Jews.
(See letter and Exodus 20:2-6). Doesn’t a
Supreme Being have a right to be recognized
as such? God, as described in the Bible, is
jealou.s for His people. It is natural for a few
generations to suffer for their parents’ mistakes, but God shows mercy to thousands of
generations (see Deut. 7:9). Do only unloving
fathers punish children? Would someone get
a general characterization of your father by
hearing any four consecutive rules of his and
why he made them? Who would feel "The
Lord is my Shepherd; I shall not want’’
(Psalm 23) if He were as this letter said?

Editor:
The Rev. Kirby J. Hensley, founder and
president of the Universal Life Church, goes
on trial Monday in San Jose. He has been accu.sed of illegally granting an Honorary Doctor
of Divinity degree to a law enforcement
officer.
I, being a minister in the Universal Life
Church, wish to urge your support of the Rev.
Hensley in his fight with the legal system in
the United States. He hasn’t done anything
wrong in founding his church and granting
ordained minister eertificates and doctorates.
The Rev. Hensley has just pointed out what
a farce the religious schooling and ministerial
pmcess is in our world. Those who have acquired some so-called knowledge of religion
through studying for the ministry have no
mom right to tell others how to live a religious life and find God than anyone else.
The whole process is a bunch of baloney.
In closing, I would like to invite everyone
to the Meher Baba Universal Life Church for
some baloney. We meet every Sunday at 11
a.m. at 525 S. Sixth St., San Jose. As long as
we realize the church thing is baloney, then
we can have some fun being together. But
when we take it seriously. God help us.

The NCW Testament also presents more than

just punishment: "For God loved the world
so mueh He gave His only begotten Son so
whoever believes in Him may not die but
have eternal life" (John 3:16).
"Thou shalt not kill" cannot mean execution or war since God taught these in certain
cases. When we do these depends on our application of "love . . . God" and "love your
neighbor as yourself." If we cannot love God

Jona t him Leong
A1562
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Dissent in Judiciary
By LON CI BROOKS
and
MATSI. 0 FURUYAMA

Associate Justices, A.S. Judiciary
When in the course of human (vents it
becomes necessary for
to dissent, lie
must do so. Let it therefori be understood
that what follows is the necessary dissent
of the present Associated Student Judiciary. The human events to which this
dissent is addressed is as follows:
The latest A.S. Judiciary’s interpretation of the sanction. that disqualified the
i 110i !Ile indi"Good Guys" slate and
vidnals invoked, was ruled vith the vote
of .1-2.1.
Jim MeNlasters was quoted as saying,
"We will challenge Judiciary’s decision
that we ’Good Guys) are bad goys as a
ticket and g I guys as individuals." The
two dissenting vottrs of such an inierpre.
tation also ehallenge the decision. No one
can deny that when three individuals are

involved in a party ticket which violated
the Election Code, the three as individuals are also gitilty of the violation. The
violations which were alleged and substantiated in the hearing were of grievous
enough nature to) warrant their disqualifi.

NO POSITIVE RESULT
This letter is not intended to he a personal attack upon Jim Brewer, vet since
mativ will interpret it as such, then Jeff
Mullins should also be included ,111111. be
!Wee!,
1%%11 of these professional Audents/politieians Spartan Daily contribu
tors ’detractors?)
lune yet to see anything posithe result. either from their
%semi- or action.,
Rather. 1 w rite to defend Sen. Alquist
irons ilie tinha,ed. empritwipled and irresponsilde pen of Brewer. You see. you
can’t really exp.,’ the senator to write a
letter to the editor and counter priate
eiizen Brewer’s article. What would he
say. "[Icy. no), I’m not eontributing to
contemporary. political insanity?" This
could only further encourage the battle of
words :and probably renill1 in some profound follow-up article by Jim which
could be boiled down to, "011 yes you
are!" With such a dialogue. the reader
isn’t really a big winner. so consequently
the senator must simply consider the
source and not dignify the article by reply. Which, incidentally is exactly what
lint knows and expects the’s been at the
"’campus crusader" bit for a long time now,
so pretty well knows what he can and
can’t get away with.) So Itert. we are: Jim
adding one more illustrious page of witty
prose
his already bulging journalism
folder -- at the expense of a state senator.
011 well. that’s politics, eh?
The average reader. perusing Jint’s persuaske,
expose of Sen. Alquist’s
Sella
Bill 483 which
" . . . like requiring rats in all Interielin homes to
equalize the nation’s liing standard" I did
you make that up yourself. Jim?) would
immediately realize that Sen. Alquist
determined It; destroy hight.r education.
Yep, another hedpfull hint to assist us in
distinguishing our friends from our
enemies.

"%Mon and ineligibility, as both the ticket
and as indkieluals. from the A.S. elections for this year. They cannot be labeled
"had guys as a ticket and good guys as
indi% blinds."
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DECIDE MERITS
Now. let’s see., I wonder if there is another side to this coin. First of all, one
might he interested in reading the bill
a good point of departure since the author of the expose ostensibly neglected to
do so. One would readily find ... wait a
minute. hy don’t you write for your own
free copy I’m confident the senator’s office would be pleased to send you SR483):
read it. and decide its merits for yourself.
Secondly. if the senator is truly an
enemy of the state college system, what inspired him to employ a former SJS student body president (and Peace Corps
yolunteer to sent. as his Sacramento as.
sistant? Confusing, huh? ’Incidentally, to
preclude an obvious charge of bias, I
should mention that I once worked as a
temporary assistant for the senator. Rather
than prejudiced toward, consider me informed about the man.) Too, if the senator is an 1.111.11re of the students. why did
he appear at Morris Dailey Auditor"
to
explain his senate bill? Do you know,
there isn’t much political mileage to be
gained hy going to a college catnpus these
days! Perhaps he was simply interested in
explaining his ideas and ascertaining student opinions. Of course, that wouldn’t fall
likely into Brewer’s character study, yet
can you think of other motivation?
Personally. I believe there is no man
in the senate dial more deserves student
support than Sen. Alquist.
Not mervone who read Brewer’s article will read this htter. so my effort at
%indication can be only partially successful. Ilinve%er, it perhaps will be of some
benefit if it causes Jim to think twice before selecting his next victim.
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On Good Guys Ticket

Hard Decision for Judiciary
EI)IrrOlt’S NOTF:: Flee:lies. the
MeAlaw.ter. trial Led Friday
night ((o., roNert to pre... 1.0%. ’,rap% the l):01) cannot dixulge
actual te.tiniony presented at
the trial. The follimirg story
e :ern. the Interim tations of
the A..X. Judielar. expressed by
Chief .fitwolee Lew Sol[pike.
By CANDY 1113.1.
Daily Pointe:II Writer
When the Good Guys o er,
qualified from the. Associated
Students (A.S.) election early
Saturday morning after a 6-0-1
Judiciaty decision, there was
more to the ruling than meets
the eye. Much interpretation of
the A.S. Election Code WEIS
1:

SPRING
GRADS.
Let us helo in Jour search fcr that
new sales or rna:k..ting job. We hews
many openings, even for neophyte
salesmen. There is never a charge
as our employer client pays OUf fee.
See us soon.
Merit Agency Member
Sales Consultants
First Valley Bank Bldg.
3550 Stevens Creek Blvd.
743 5305

JET CHARTERS
I
L.A. to LONDON
$279 June I9/Sept. 6
$25’8 June I6/Sept. 13
$298 June I4/Sept. 1
SPECIAL: 3 -weeks flIght:
$283 Aug. 16/Sept. 7
Free Tra
r
i luded.
No me Phone (
i.,29 or 272.8081
c- rra
to E. KAHN
SFSC c 0.

SIERRA ’111.1k EL INC.
9875 Santa Monica B . Beverly Hills
Name:
Address:
City:
Zi o:

Judiciary found the Good Guys
-- Jim McMasters, Rob Foss and
Bob Kelley - guilty on three
charges and innocent on three,
but the question concerned the
severity of the duce charges on
which members of the ticket
were convicted According to
Chief Justice Lew Solitske, "the
level of morality shown by certain members of the ticket warranted the disqualification."
Much judicial interpretation
went into the decision to acquit
the candidates on three charges.
Rob Foss. vice presidential hopeful. was found not guilt of violating Section II, B, 2 of the
election code because it could not
be established that he was a
member of two political parties
during the actual election. He
had been charged with being a
member of both the College
Union Party (T-CUP) kind the
Good Guys party at the time of
the election.
T-CUP LEADER
The charge stemmed from a
letter written by Foss which was
sent to members of the business
community, It was written on
T-CUP stationery and gave the
same address that the Good Guys
party listed on its circulars.
The T-CUP, originally composed of E. Marles Alaimo, Steve
Burch, and Foss. who was chairman of the party, was not registered as a campus party. Foss
was going to run for office on
Miss Alaimo’s ticket with the
T-CUP. but then decided to run
with McMasters and joined the
Good Guys party. Miss Alaimo
then disassociated herself fiom
T-CUP. Judiciary ruled that Foss
was not a member of T-CUP
during the election, which it defined as "the period of time between the declaration of candidacy and the final tabulation of
ballots"

firm, to mail out letters. Hall
said he allowed the ticket to use
the machine as a personal donation, but W/IS later reimbursed
by check for some $48 of postage
used on the machine. Judiciary.
interpreted the use of the machine as a loan, since the firm
did receive reimbursement from
McMasters, and said this was not
financial aid.
RECEIPT OF AID
But, the slate was found guilty
D, 1 of
or violating section
the election code because the deferment of payment for and the
use of the mailing machine did
constitute receipt of aid from an
off-campus individual. Section
III, D, 1 says a campus poltical
party "may not be sponsored, financed, or aided by off-campus
groups or individuals."
Solitske said that use of the
mailing machine and deferment
of payment, which would not
have been available to other candidates in the race, was valuable
assistance.
He added. however, that the
entire mailing machine issue was
a technical question, much like
a violation of rules regarding
campaign publicity. He further
noted that this was the only
charge in which MeMasters wa.s
found guilty. All other charges
involved his running mittes.
MISREPRESENTATION

McMasters was also found not
guilty of violating section IV, A,
3 of the code because Judiciary
ruled deliberate misrepresentation was not established regarding claims of Foss’ presidency’ at
Glendale City College. The section states, "False or intentionally misleading advertising shall
be in violation of this code...."
The charge involved taped
statements at a Society for the
Advancement of Management
(SAM) meeting on April 23 in
FAILURE TO REGISTER
However, Judiciary noted that which McMasters introduced Foss
Foss did violate Section III, B, as "former president at Glendale
1 of the election code because College." At a candidates debate
he was chairman of a campus April 25 in Morris Dailey Audipolitical party, T-CUP, which had Aoriunt, A.S. Pres. Dick ’Miner
failed to register with the Elec- challenged the statement. McMasters said he had been mistion Board.
Financial prob I ems also taken at the SAM meeting and
brought important judicial inter- that Foss was actually president
pretation. All three candidates of the Veteran.s Club and chairwere judged innocent of violating man of the Conduct and Rules
section II, I. 3 of the election Committee which set student
code because the justices ruled policy at the college.
a loan does not necessarily conHONEST MISTAKE
stitute financial assistance.
Judiciary ruled McMasters had
This charge involved the use
of the mailing machine of a local made an honest mistalce in his
stock firm. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, introduction and had no intent of
Fenner, and Smith. The ticket misleading students at the SAM
did use the machine, according meeting.
A second misrepresentation
to Robert Hall, manager of the

Student Criticizes
Conscription Plan
By RON LENT
Daily Feature Editor
The draft, it ain’t kcisher!
With these words, Mark Garber, a 19 year-old SJS history
major, expounded on his military
con.scription views in light of
Pres. Richard Nixon’s lottery
proposal.
The shaggy brown -haired Sunnyvale resident quietly maintained, "I cannot comply with the
system." Why? The draft represents the involuntary servitude
outlawed by the 14th amendment,
he argued.
Though coMmenting that "I
can’t conceive of myself shooting
someone," Garber admitted he
still pmsesses his II -S student
deferment. "1 have twice mailed
back wallet possessions that the
board sent me," he commented,
while rolling a cigarette.
’rhe draft board, he continued,
"Was real nice about it the first
time. Attached to my card was a
note saying (in effect): ’It has
come to our attention your card
is not in your possession.’ "

A golden heavr y happen
ing now. You’ve got to
heat. it. It moves!
,,
k.

AT YOUR
RECORD SHO
NOW! -

PENALTY LIST
Quick on the quip, Garber
returned the letter’s contents
with a note reading, "Yeah, I
know!" With its patience taxed,
the selective service servers sent
back their reluctant registrant’s
II -S along with a copy of noncooPeration penalties, such as a
three to five year jail sentence
mith a $10,000 fine.
Still apparently unimpressed

charge wits filts1 against treasurer candidate Kelley. He was
convicted of a violation of section IV, A, 3 of the election code
and also section VIII, F, 7 of the
SJS Statement on Student Rights
and Respon.sibilities which prohibits "Using or committing any
fraud or dishonest practice in
any official college election."
The charge and conviction involved claims by Kelley in circulars, and in the Daily that he
had served as chairman of the
College Union Program I3oard
from Dec. 13, 1966 to Mareh 7,
1967. However, according to Tim
Fitzgerald, assistant to the A.S.
president, Bob Pitcher served as
chairman of the boaid during
that interval. Fitzgerald told the
Daily the A.S. Student Council
minutes show no record of Kelley
ever being appointed to the position and the minutes of the
CUPB show no record of Kelley
ever serving as chairman.
SUBCOMMITTEE HEAD
CUPS records do show, however, that Kelley headed a subcommittee of the CUPB which
investigated the "Dilemma of the
American Cities" question. The
minutes show that Kelley attended two CUPB meetings duting the time when Pitcher served
a.s chairman.
Fitzgeiald added that Frank
Bardsley served as CUPB chairman before Pitcher. and Tina
Newton was appointed chairman
after Pitcher’s resignation in
February of 1967.
After nearly six hours of
closed deliberations, Judiciary
ruled that the Good Guys ticket
should be disqualified. According
to Solitske, it was not the 11t1111ber of chatges the tieket m as
convicted on that led to the final
decision, but the severity of the
charges on which there were
convict ions.
SPECIAL ELECTION
Wednesday, however, Judiciary
issued a clarification of the decision. Although the Good ’Guys
ticket has been disqualified from
running in the specii.1 election
May 27 and 28, the individuals
on the ticket are eligible to run
with different tickets.
This means that Jim McMasters, Rob Foss, and Bob Kelley
may run for office with two different running mates and with
different party affiliation. However, Kelley, who issued a statement to the Daily Wednesday
night, said that the members of
the ticket would not run individually and would continue with
their appeal of the case. He said
the decision was an effort to
"split our ticket" and that they
challenged the decision that they
were "bad guys as a ticket and
good guys individually."

Professor
To Organize
Union Art

SPARTAN DATLII-11

1A 1(100

Student Consensus
Is Sought Sunday

A proposal to hire an Art F:xfiliation Coordinator for the new
will have Black Students 17nion IBSUI,
Opinion,. led
College Union’s vast amount of their chance to "Speak Out" and the Ntexican-American Stuart gallery space is being conSunday afternoon at 1. Members dent Confederation t MASCI,
sidered by. the College Union
Pres. Robert D. Clark, State
of Sociology 156 (Sociology of
Board of Governors CUBG
Senator Clark Bradley IR-14th
At Tuesday’s meeting, Mary Youthl class are conducting the
17istrict and Assemblyman John
Iltrzikiewicz, program director tartan by the fountain as a term
Vasconceilus ID-24th District
for the College Union, submitted project.
Fred Stevens, senior sociology have also been Milted to interthe proposal calling for the hirchange ideas.
ing of one art professor to co- major, said the group has invited the Young Republicans.
Stetens said his group will poll
ordinate the Union’s art collection as well as teaching in the Young Democrats, American Fed- the audience after the forum to
Art Department and directing eration of Teachers I AFT), An- "hopefully get a student conthe present Art Gallery. The other Mother for Peace, Students sensus on topics of student conboard will consider the suggestion for a Democratic Society SI /S1, cern.’’
IleXt Tuesday after heating a
budget report from auxiliary
manager William Allison.
The CUBG at Tuesday’s no,
ing also voted unanimousb
set rates on the billiards aco
bowling lanes. A.S. Pres. Dick
Nliner’s suggestion for a charge
UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING
of 90 cents an hour for u.se of ’
the billiards tables WEIS passed
as well as A.S. Vice Pres. Bill
Langan’s suggestion for a rate
of 40 cents per line or three lines
for $1 for those holding an A.S..
card. Shoe rental will be 10 cents.
College Union Director Ronald
C. Barrett announced that he had
Disemitit With Student Itmly Card
received the contract for the
bowling lanes anti the billiards
1742 El Carnino Real at El Monte
Mt. Viw
tables from the Brunswick CorOpen
9 Mon -Fri., Sat. 10-6
Phone 967-3037
poration, and will proceed to purchase the billiard equipment outright for $17,717 as had been
approved by the CUBG. The "----"’".-----=-.--bowling equipment, costing $72,
800, will be put on a seven year
lease purchase agreement with
interest set at ti per cent per
annum.

filatarPtli

BELL BOTTOMS
& Other
Unique Fashions

’Psychic Medium’
Parapsychology’s
Speech Tonight
Psychic Bob Hoffman will ask
"Did You Know You Are A Psychic Meditan?" in the final speech
of the Parapsychology Association’s spring lecture series tonight at S.
Student tickets are available
in the Student Activities Business Office for $1.50 with A.S.
card. Proceeds will go to the
San Jose City College Scholarship Fund.
The lecture mill be held in the
Okayama Room, Leininger Center, 1300 Settler Road, Members
of the audience will be chosen
at random to serve as subjects
to illu.strate Hoffman’s topic and
demonstrate his abilities as a
psychic.
JET CHARTERS
8 Summer flights of 4 to 10 weeks
$280 r.f. or $175 one-way
For detail write to Prof. Frank Peal
247 Roycroft Ave. Long Beach 90803
438-2179

NEWMAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

STAFF:

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman

Bob Wilhelm
Judy Sausen

MASSES:

SUN.: 5 p.m. at M. Patrick’s Church
8th & Santa Clara
Newman Center
MON., TUES., WED. 4:00 p.m.
THURS. 10:00 p.m.
I 1:,10

79 S. FIFTH ST.

TEL. 295-1771

Summer
Rates
Available at
rregy /0
*op/a lane

mith this potential penalty
threat, Garber earmarked his
classification back to the board.
In tut accompanying letter, Garber explained that he couldn’t
accept either his present classification or a conscientiotts objector status because, "I would
still be complying with the
draft."
WANTS TO SERVE
Though unmilling to wear the
khaki green uniform and tote a
rifle, Garber still wants to serve
in the Peace Corps or VISTA.
"I do have an obligation to my
country," he insisted.
Realizing that he may one day
have to confront a jail sentence or induction Garber conjectured "I won’t leave the country; I’ll go to jail." He added,
"I want to stay and help bring
about change, especially with the
draft.
"And the only way to bring
about change in the present draft
laws is to encourage enough people not to comply with the system," according to Garber.
VVhile confessing that there
aren’t "too many concrete answers" to the drat I quest;.4.
short of abolishment, he mused,
"That’s why I can’t see tearing
things down, such as this country. With all its faults, America’s
still the best," because "we still
have the right to protest."
Nationalism or nausea
can
Mark Garber be playing the tune
of patriotism on a different
drum?

MIN’

ilpto
on summer contract
from June 1

LIFE SAVE RS
Towne & King Savors a sunny day with this lifesaver of
a shirt in assorted color stripery A shirt that flexes its
muscle and soaks up the sun to keep your good -taste
buds colored in savory shades of lemon, lime. gold,
brown, blue or navy We show 7 K s neat. mock turtleneck; also at Grodins with the new crew neckline. Both in sizes SAA,L.XL, 4.50 to 55
ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA and VALLEY FAIR CENTER
Shop Monday throt.ga Fricky nights.

call

298-3377
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Opening Night Set
In SJS Theater
For Final Play

’Three Sisters’
Tragic Drama

"Clandestine Nlarriage." a play
that wa.s incredibly popular fur
over a century’. vial open May

By RAS GILES
Daily Staff Writer
When Anton Chekhov fid t
read his new play, ’"rri sestry"
("The Three Sisters"’ to the
performing actors of the Moscow
Art l’heatre in 1901. he %%US puzzled at the actors’ insistence
after the reading. that they felt
it WaS a drama, not a comedy
Chekhov, the playwright, had intended. Chekhov. as the story
giye,s, lost his temper and left
the t heat re.
A drama. in the Russian literature usage. usually- is a play
halfway towatd a tragedy. "The
Three Sisters," playing at the
Geary Theatre in San Francisco.
is a tragedy telling ot three potentially strong women who see
their lives as meaningless but
are Unable to change them.
The theme behind ’’’Phree Sisbeauty %%listing away
ters"
stern: from the prein vain

23 at the SJS College Theater.
Performances of this SJS draproduction are also scheduled
for May 24, 28-29, and 30-31.
Curtain time fiat all the shoes
is 8:15 p.m.
Ma

For those who want to see this
18th century farce, tickets are
SLSO for general admission and
75 cents for students. They can
be purchased at the College Box
Office. open daily between 1
and 5 p.m.
Dr. Harold Crain, the director,
described "Clandestine Marriage" as ha%ing "an outstanding
stage history." George Colman
and David Garrick wrote the
play in 1776. In it they satirized
the nouveauriche iind high society women, among other things.
Briefly, the plot concerns a
woman who has romantic attachments with three men, her
secret husband, her sister’s fiance. and an old fop.
"Clandestine" rehearsals begin
with ballet practice. Ballet? According to Dr. Crain, ballet type
movements are essential in fait h.
fully reproducing this English
comedy. Carol Hawes gave the
initial ballet lessons, which the
,cast now rehearses.

YUKAKO OKLIDAIRA, graduate art student, is currently exhibiting her works in the Main Gallery through Friday in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a master’s degree. The display
features layers of paintings with floating faces. The layers are
composed of screens, synthetics and canvases that cause the
paintings to change appearances according to the angle of
view. Bob Rockwood is also exhibiting his watercolors in the Little
Gallery through Friday.

’Passion According to St. Matthew
Opens Sunday at Palo Alto Church
A full-scale

two-part

perform-

ance of the complete "Passion
According St. Mathew" by Johann Sebastion Bach will be presented Sunday by the First United Methodist Church of Palo
Alto.
The concert, performed with

YA

one hundred choral voices, six
soloists and "double" orchestra,
will be at the First United Methodist Church, Hamilton and Webster Streets in Palo Alio.
The first half will be 4-5:30
p.m., follosved by a buffet supper. A brass ensemble will play
half hour preludes before each

half. The last halt’ will be 7-9:15
Another attraction is that the
orchestra is drawn froin natmhers of the San Francisco, Oakland. Richmond and Stanford
symphonies.
For tickets or information telephone 323-6167 or write P.O.
Box 559, Palo Alto.

Nuptial Announcements

NN

B OUGH

Campos Life Editor’s Note:
Pinning, engagement. or marriage announcements iitay he
turned in la the Spartan Daily
Wrier (.1(’20$ anytime.)
ENGAGED
sophomore
Pederseii,
Janet
nursing major from Kentfield,
to David ’Waiter. sophomore bus.
Iness administration major at
E. C. Berkeley from Kentfield.
The ’wedding is set for July 1970.
Joy ZelPne Goldberg, freshman
music major and member of Sig-

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
Sat., May 17, 8.30 p.m.
Tickets: S2.50, S3.50, $4.50
On Sale:

912

San Jose Box Office
Town & Country Village
Phone: 246-1160
(next to Fox ’Theatre)

"New" CINEMA BURBANK

ma Kappa from Lon.:, iiiw, Wash.,
t7ruz, senior public
to John
relations major and member of
Alpha Mu from Reno. The wedding is scheduled for Janitars’
1970.
Karen Lane, freshman English
major from Northridge, to met,
itaber.an,
tiltd.,yed

linas. No wedding date has been
set.
Curoll Smith, senior medical option recreation major from San
Mateo. to Earl Frick. senior psychology’ major and psychiatric
technician at Agnew State Hospital from Stockton. A candleBahl wedding is set for July 19.

cparta

intertaittittent jftdex

Ni ix%
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295-7238

552 So. Bascom

"I CANNOT IMAGINE ANYONE WHO CARES ABOUT THE QUAL-

ITY OF OUR CULTURE,EVEN DISTANTLY, MISSING ’MONTEREY
POP’: RARELY DOES A MOVIE OF ANY SORT PROVIDE SO
MUCH STIMULATION FOR THOUGHT. ONE OF THE TRULY
INVALUABLE ARTIFACTS OF OUR ERA." (’’’,;::s,;";:)
"AESTHETICALLY AND AURALLY STUNNING."(=:,.)
"AN ELECTRIFYING AND ELEC,0\ p ,,
TRIFIED PICTURE." ez,VZ) \,00,A63,
"UPBEAT...THE WAY TO A NEW
KIND OF MUSICAL." (4:7=,..)
$ANISJ.QPLINWIT ;GIP THERARDTHEHt,D
GCOMPANY; TWA 17nAMASA FA
AKANNLDH-A HUH A K LAJEJ-F SO
Ir.,Br NAN
NAIKYLANLVill‘HGRACE51
DTHEANIMALSTHEWHUU UNIRYJO A THE
hISHOTISREDDINGJIMIHE DRIXRAVI H NKAR
1101ITEILEY POP
et 11.4. Pf1110001
IUD Ai TIN MONTEREY INITNNATIONAI. POP PERPIAL
b caoe
A LICIICKPENNIEBAKLI MEM

..eirde-ef

s

sre.r.e.f..407.1303

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE

#’7;

221 SOUTH KING ROAD
259.3335

SPECIAL!
STIDENT AND FAC1 I,TY RATES
GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE

iii

Alan 13ate in "KING OF
Added Short: "TIIE CHIEF"

"New" CINEMA BURBANK
lia,rom

1000
CLOWNS

Fri. & Saf., May 16 & 17 MIDNIGHT
If 0 will present our first
presentation in our weekly --

Jason Robards & Barbara Harris
.00
Friday, May 16

Underground & Experimental
Film Festival . . :

"Blow The Man Down"
ADDED
.1Ild

Sounds of n

Hawaiians Exhibit
At Villa Montalvo
Twenty-three Hawaiian artist,.
are exhibiting their works :it
Villa Montalvo through June 1
The 40 paintings are part of
the touting exhibition of the 19th
Annual Artists of Hawaii sponsored by the Honolulu Academy’
of Arts.
The display includes work in
sculpture, collage. oil, acrylic.
watercolor, charcoal printmaking.
ink and photography.
The Montalvo Galleries aro
open to the public without chat
from 1 to 4 p.m. daily except
Mondays.

Troupe To Dance
Ballet of Mexico
lOWNSCLOWNSCLOWNSCII At Circle Star

siarring

Sights

revolutionary* days in Provincial
Russia when the bourgeosie :the
rich and the militaryi found
themselves terribly bored with
life and pathetically aware or
their lot.
Knowing they are helpless in
lives, they
shaping their an
discuss the future of their country. "A new age is davvning."
says Baron Tuzenback, a man
who adrnits he has never vrorked
a day in his life, "the people are
marching on us all, a powerful,
healthy storm is gathering, it is
dawning near, soon it will be
upon us and it will drive a N%
laziness, indifference, the prejudice against labor, and rotten
dullness from our society.
"I shall wark, and in tw,,nty.
five of thirty years, every in
will have to work, Every oriel"
Chekhov’s vision of a nos’ Russia was amazingly accurate, as
we now know.
Yet. "Three Sisters" is more
than just a reaction to the bureaucratic days of Czarist Russi:i.
It more specifically commands
the reader’s attention to man’s
inability to shape his destiny
even when he is aware of its
shortcomings.
As "Three Sisters" concerns
itself with the ultimate values
of life, the actors themselves
deal with ChekhoVs incomparable style of humor-tied -to-tragedy. In reality, each player has
two ta.sks, that of comedy (the
humor of the bizarre, man laughing at another man’s weaknesses
and that of tragedy.
The production, done by the
American Conservatory Theatre
i ACT’, was the finest attempt
at such stage-schizophrenia I
have ever watched before.
The New York Times has said,
"It is just possible that ACT
may revolutionize American Theatre practice." It is reasonable to
hope so. Repertory theatre in
America is giving a tremendous
boost to fighting the diseased
"Bad - Broadway
Syndrome"
where a play makes money or a
play doesn’t run.
While ACT is in San Francisco
a might be a good idea to see
something they do. "Rosencrantz
& Guilderstern Are Dead" and
Jules Feiffer’s "Little Murders"
are also being done by. the company.
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The National Ballet of Mexico
will give five performances at
Circle Star Teatre in San Carlos
Friday through Sunday.
With a troupe of 60, the Ballet
presents a spectrum of Latin
American folklore heritage.
Performances will be Ft iday at
8:30 p.m., Saturday at 3 and 8:30
p.m. and Sunday at 5 and 8 p.m
Tickets are available at the Circle Star box office, and other
regular ticket agencies.

THIS COUPON

(Next WM.: "nat., New Pilasy.at-)
444441********************************************

Exchange Skident
To Presen1- Recital
Of Piano Music
’I’,,night Geoffrey Faii
her
will preaent a piano recital of
Bach. Brahms and Chopin compositions in C’oncert Hall at 8:15.
Fairweather is an exchange
student preparing for his mas-

ers will be John Delavoryas, piano; Tikey Zes, violin: Albert
Gillis. viola; Donald Homuth,
cello; Robert Manning, string
bass; and Violet Thomas, harpsichord.
The program will include "0
Gottes Stadt," Buxtehude; "FrauLeben," Schumann;
enliehe
"l’ittjatia’s Letter Scene." from
Tehaikowsky’s "Eugene Onegin:"
"Vier Nlitton Lieder," by Hugo
Nhalecasses."
Wolf;
"Ravel," a premiere of the son:g
Dr. Brent
by
cycle "Thoughts"
Ileisin.ger, associate professor of
music.
American mountain songs will
complete the concert.
Miss Garson. who teaches vocal literature, has a rich musical
background. Site holds the master of music degree and is a
graduate of Eastman School of
Music and the Vienna Academy.
As it student she was presented
iis a soloist with the Rochester
Philhannonic Orchestra.
Celina Ily and Austria saw the
soprano pursue her vocation there
between 1961-67. s she diversified her artistry with the aid of
I’ulbright Scholarships as well
as foreign and
interruttional
grants.
Highlights of her European
slay included leading dramatic
roles on Austrian television, lead
and solo parts in opera and orat .rio in Munich, Vienna and
least, and her recording of
by Hugo Wolf for thWolf Gasellschaft Archives.
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General Chorus
Gives Concert

GEOFFREY FAIRWEATHER ...
... pianist
ter’, dem., in education. Natke
to Jamaica. West hula,. Fairweather first studied mit-ie when
he WaS nine years old. In 1965
he was made a Fellow of Trinity
College of Music, London.
The program will include Parlila No. 1 in B flat major, Bach;
Capriccio in F minor, and three
other works of 13raluns. The program will conclude with four ballads by Chopin. in G minor, I.’
major, A flat major and
minor,
Dote,. Na. 23, :LS, 47, and 52.
tesper ivt ly,

’11,.

General

Chorus

Departtnent

of

the

a

will give

concert Sunday featuting "Requiem" by Faure.
The concert. in Concert Hall
at 8:15 p.m., will also include
"Magnifica" by Pergolesi, Hungarian Folk songs and highlights
from Gilbert and Sullivan’s operetta "Mikado."
The General Chorus music and
non -music majors, is directed by
Tikey Zcs, assistant professor of
mus ic.

*************************

The full story
of Election ’68
and what it means
* for the future
"A brilliant and incisive analysis. The Ripon Society not
only offers a fascinating study of ’whathappened’, but
also considers with keen perception the long term trends
now operating in American politics."
SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS

THE LESSONS OF VICTORY

===2

By THE RIPON SOCIETY
1.6.95. clothbound; S2.65 paperbound
Now at your bookstore THE DIAL PRESS ’P
ti;?)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Barrell’s oit
Fish & Chips
11

!lIl

1111\1111\ Ii1111)1.1

Ns I

Large Order Fish & Chips
$1.00
650
’alf Order
Shrimp ’N’ Chips
5 per $1 8 for $1.50
soft Drinks 200
25¢
79¢
Half CII:cken
Mon.-Thurs., 4 p.m. -10 p.m.
Fri., Set., Sun., Noon -10 p.m.
293-4259
Phone Orders

Barrell’s
(next to

Spr.,

GOOD FOR I FREE GAME WITH 1 PAliDEA.7_.\AADMISSION
SJ"S

HUM
Co mid, ,

rmeraid 1411.3
Miniature qcq

,17

TWO 18 HOLE COURSE
81_05SOM Intt-Ra

976 BLOSSOM HILL RD.

f&I

225-0700
Coupon *spires May 30, 1969

W.

Miss Jeanne Gamuts assistant
pi .1 aqor of music, will sing in
wally recital presentatian
,day, Nlay 20 in Concert Hall
at 8:15 p.m. Soprano Carson will
be assisted by six other SJS
fac.ilty members.
Nliss Garson’s fellow perfiam-

LOOK FOR THE DRAGONS

COUPON

dLIP & SAVE

o

4

a

1111111.1

Owners O.K.
Ball Player
Benefit Plan

ra. OP

um,

Friday

cipr

Three Pacific C’ortst Athletic
Association championship meets
highlight the last full schedule
uf weekend games fur Spartan
athletic teams.
The track team is at Cal State
Long Beach today and tomorrow
for the PCAA championships.
None of the other five teams in
the conference pose a serious
problem to the Spartans.
SJS will send pole vaulter
Chris Papanicolaou and five
sprinters to the Martin Luther
King Games in Philadelphia Sunday. The sprinters are John Carlos. Kirk Clayton, Ronnie Ray
Smith, Lee Evans, and Sam
Davis.
The SJS tennis team, which
finished 15-4, is at Los Angeles
State for the PCAA championships, while the golf team is at
the Dry Creek course in Lodi in
the league championships. San
Diego State is expected to provide good competition for the
Spartans.
The Spartan baseball squad is
a half game out of second place
in the West Coast Athletic Conference with the final three
games of the season scheduled
today and tomorrow. UCSB is in
second place in the WCAC.
The SJS nine is at Stockton
toclay for a 3 p.m. game with
Pacific. A doubleheader at USF
toinorrow at noon concludes the
season.

Eagles’ Owner
To Tat Contract

Charter
Flights

.,Los
qignao

Angeles-

Mourd Trip
$ trer) n
Seat Price
via
Boeing 707
TrenePoler Jet
L

DEPART
lur.E ituNE IJUNE 21JULY
RETURN

9

SEP 7

AuG 3

11

sEp

LiThese Melts are mailable ally to Faculty Mem
beTS, Students, Lamps Stall and immedtate farm
hes. Ihts cnarter plograrn a ROI SKRSOled Of COP
trolled by the Caltlorma State Colleges.
r!..servorien forms oul lull &roils,
p6r.* stud complex:coupon (Wow) NA
ITrip Cbeiuuen,
Urri. Semi, Dave, irrerlp
CPU 917212
I NAM(
IADDRESS

(MIMI
101l11

a STUMM

SIM, 0

MO CAA , NO A4TE .

MORTEN/3E, 13E FA/iv:4
If JUST 13RoKE DoWiV
YESTERDAy

1

SUMMER WORK

The Spartan soccer team min
meet surne stiff competition
night in its game with the alum!:
at Spartan Stadium. The gain,
begins at 9 o’clock, with a preliminuty game scheduled at
The water polo team conclude.,
spring practice with a gam,
against the Air Force Acildern,
Game time is 7:30 in the Spertan pool

l’art-Tinie Now. Full-TitneE
\N lien School is Finished !
Oilier Sales, Neat Appearance!
W’ell-spoken, Car Eusentisi

$3.62

per.

AP.

Starling ’";itlary

Call 246-2230
Mr.

Lyles

;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111118

SOUL COMES
TO STANFORD
The immortal RAY CHARLES brings his entire show
to the Roscoe Maples Pavilion Tuesday night,
May 27
showtime is 7:30 p.m. for the benefit
of the Stanford Children’s Convalescent Hospital.
The A.S.S.U. Special Events Board and Cardinals
Board ore sponsoring this charity performance.
DONATIONS: $2.50, $3.50, S1.50, $5.00

are on sale at SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
and the SJS STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE

Tirkets

RAY CHARLES IS WHO’S HAPPENIN’
STANFORD IS WHERE IT’S HAPPENIN’
MAY 27, 7:30

P.M.

MAY 18 --THE SUNDAY AFTER THE ASCENSION
0 clap

your lands . . . cod Ls yone

cad a merry noise and wid de sound of
from Psalm 47 ’

de irumpel.
1
;orry

\Ar

son

NEVILLE MYTON and JOHN CARLOS ... run in Pacific Coast Athletic Association
Championship this weekend.

Spartan Gridders Pack Punch
By KEVIN DOYLE
Daily Sports Writer
The SJS football team might
have found an answer to its
quarterback problem Wednesday
esening in the annual GoldWhite game before 4,000 fans
at Spartan Stadium.
Junior college transfer Ivan
Lippi of Sierra College was the
outstanding signal-caller in the
game as he completed 13 of 20
passes for 147 yards, threw one
touchdown pass and used his 6-4,
220 lb. body to power over a pair
of three-yard touchdowns.
"You would have to say that
Lippi is our starting quarterback next fall off his performance in the game," said head

imillimmintliiiirimillirtilitill110:

Spartan Sports

CHICAGO IAPI
Major
league baseball owners ratified
yesterday the player pension
bencfit plan which they agreed
upon this spring avoiding disruptions of spring training.
The plan, ratified by players
to end the spring strike threat,
was explained in detail to the
owners by league attorneys Jack
Gaherin and Lou C’arroll.
Tilt meeting lasted about three
hours.
In addition to the owners, or
t heir rcl ; ,a,ntatives, President s
Warren ;:les of the National
Lei ,;;;
Joe Cronin of the
Arne’
I at tended. Commissioner Bowler Kuhn was not
present.
The presentation was prepared
by the players relations committee consisting of Giles and Cronin, Dick Meyer of St. Louis,
Flank Dale of Cincinnati, Jerold
Hoffberger of Baltimore and
Richard O’Connell of Boston.
Giles and Cronin will work out
plans to increase the 1969 AllStin baseball game squads from
25 players to 27 or 28, it was
announet (I. An increase in the
squad. vvas proposed because of
expansion. The game will be
July 22 in Washington.

PHILADELHIA AP) - Leonard Tose, new ownc-r of the Phllavielphia Eagles, said yesterday
he plans to meet Monday with
Joe Kuharisch, the general manager-coach he ousted, to discuss
settlement of Kuharich’s contract.
Kuharich had 10 years to go
on a 15-year contract when Tose
ousted him.

SPARTAN DA11,Y-5

Pray 16 1165.1

coach Joe McMullen. Lippi outdueled junior quarterback Don
Perkins isix of 12 for 116 yards
with a touchdown and an interception i and sophomore Pat Casey (seven of 21 for 101 yards
and four interceptions).
Senior tailback Mike Scrivner from Vallejo Wats impressive
as he ran for 155 yards in 14
carries. Scrivner broke the line
several times and showed excellent open field running to
standout in the backfield.
The Gold team turned three
big plays into a 20-0 lead at halftime and the White squad could
not score until Lippi changed
teams late in the fourth quarter.
The Golds struck paydirt first
when Perkins hit fleet Glenn
Massengale with the first pass
he threw and the little speedster
out -raced the secondruy for 81
yards.
The victors struck back again
in the second period as sophomore linebacker Scottie Kemp
intercepted a Casey plISM arid
romped 90 yards for the score
vsith help from Tony Jackson
with a block on the 14-yard line.
The Golds closed the first half
scoring when Lippi bulled over
from three yards out. The Golcis
were put in scoring position for
that touchdown after Mark

Nets Get Webster
NEW YORK (APIThe New
York Nets said yesterday they
have acquired the American Basketball Association draft rights
to Elnardo Webster of St. Peter’s
N.J., fmm Denver in exchange
for a high 1970 draft choice.
F REP FENSTER FIXES\
LOVE BUGS. QUM KLY.
ECONOM I cALLY. Hes A
MASTER IklEctiANIC.,
70DAY Afdr)
SEE 1-1)

DA= You To Pio ’MIA’

Ile was disappointed with
blocking in general, lack of defensive discipline and a sub-par,
inconsistent offense.
McMullen thought Kemp’s performance was the biggest and
most pleasant surprise of the
game. The sophomore linebacker
scored one TD and looked gxxxi
the majority of the game.
Papa Joe also was pleased with
the way his staff worked under
game conditions and added they
are all fine teachers on the field
who have devoted countless
hours in a search to improve
I...than at SJS.

Woods fumbled a snap on a punting situation on his own 26.
Lippi hit Bob Serpa, a transfer from West Valley, with a
20-yard scoring strike to make
the score 29-0 and then seitched
teams to score another TD to
close the scoring.
Mcl\lullen was impressed with
Lippi’s performance and the hard
running of Scrivner on offense.
On defense, he cited Larry Stonebarger, Mike Flemons and sophomore Dave Chaney for outstanding jobs. Ile also was
pleased with the over-all hustle
of the squads.

AT THE cHAPEE

5:30 p.tn. HMIS’’’. COMMUNION at the
home for Fr. lounge
[1-e trill /mut, the Chapel at FII" E p.rn.
Dinner trill foliate the Eucharist.

CHAPEL OF THE RECONCILIATION

300 S. 10th ST.

"It’s all in
Nashville roots,
and California
Bloodlines"

Drop by
Howard’s
and you’ll
go home
with a
smile on
your face.

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL
CREAMERY
open ’DI 10:30 NIon. Ilit

S.it.

7111 & Santa Clara
wrie=01200."-

..03:0000:03=0:0"

$1 0

weed*

000
bh ys

36,789 gallons

CALIFORNIA BLOODLINES
JOHN STEWART
C1.11,01014 10.114,101.11NIA
.1-044i VIIMAIR I

Ira\

of

l’uritan Gasoline
(can .11,41

for 20.9c per gallon - reg.,
32.Ce ethyl)

Living his own life, his own way honestly.
You have only to listen to his songs to know it.
Honesty, hopefully we’re all back to that.

pnrchased

Only at 4tIt
CITY FOREIGN CAR SERVICE CENTER
294-2421
98 E. San Salvador at 3rd, San Jose

I a.m. !MORNING WORSHIP

This poster is yours Pick it up

and \l

(lil Co.

SPARTAN BOOK STORE

6--SPARTAN D.AILY

Friday. May 16, 1969

Teacher Interviews

Spartaguide
TODAY
The Iranian Students A MUMStion, 2 p.m., HI. briportant meeting. All members urged to attend.

TOMORROW
India Association of San Jose,
7:30 p.m , Morris Dailey. An Indian movie, ’’Junglee."
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow-

’Greek’ Council
Elects Officers

GIRLS ONLY

(Theta

Chl)
Bnice Whiteside
was elected president of the
Inter-Fraternity Council (ICE)
at the organization’s meeting
Tuesday night.
Also elected were John Miles
(Kappa Sigma) vice president,
(Delta Sigma
Doug Johnson
Phi secretary, and Bob Dollar
(Alpha Tau Omega) treasurer.
IFC officers serve for one semester.
In other action taken at the
meeting, the IFC moved to update their rush pamphlet to a
more contemporary style.

Thurs & Fri Niles
Martinis Manhattans
Collins
Hi -Balls

25
LENNY’S LOUNGE
171 E. Santa Clara

GROOVE WITH GUARALDI!
"CHAWRIldiEremiliolikildisUITE"

Vince Guaraldi Trio with
Amici della Musica Orchestra
conducted by Rich Williams

FRI., MAY 16, 8:30 p.m.
.1).,
-.Ychoot -4uidorium

1 della Muslea..%dridassion $5.00

Benefit A

NEWINIMIKov111011.

OHNIM.MEHNMP

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and Student Center
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod - 374 So. 3rd St.
2 Blocks from campus

A. J. Brommer,
Pastor 292-5404
N. A. Firnhaber,
Vicar 294-7033

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

DS WOMEIE Of 111114 MA ASIRMAHCi

CO. TO If OCTOf S fOf THE MT VALUES

d

.

SUNDAY
Black Masque, 2 p.m., Madame
Chi Chi is having a tea. All members should Ming "something."
Meher Baba Universal Life
Church. 11 a.m., 525 S. Sixth St.
Everyone welcome.
Alpha Eta Rho, 10 a.m., Cloverdale airport. Aero fly-in. Fishing, recreation, picnic and flying
competition. Everyone welcome.
Conservation Estrum, 11 a.m.4 p.m., Ed Levin picnic area,
Calaveras Rd., Milpitas rOak
Knoll picnic areal. Bay Day picnic. Bring your own lunch.
Trl-C, 9:45 a.m. and 5:45 pm.,
Tri-C Bldg. Meeting.

through six, limited junior and
senior high.
THUIINDAY, MAY 22
Barstow Unified (San Bernadim) County), elementary, Ignited high, opvcial services.
San Juan Unified (Sacramento
County ) , kindergarten t hrough
12th, all subjects.
’Vacaville Unified (Solano
(’ounty), kindergarten through
six, special services.

FUN CAR RALLYE
Stanford Sh. Center
Oxy Magnin’s)

SAT. MAY 17

SOUL DANCE
May 17 - 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
with the
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$350

The Bride was radiant....
Diamonds added brilliance to the moment they exchanged vows - diamonds
from Proctor’s outstanding selection of
finest wedding and engagement rings. It
must be right-and it will be right if it’s
from Proctor’s.
NO MONEY DOWN

PONT. GTO. 1967. 400 cubic in. 4 speed Standard office typewriNrs. Guaranteed
$8.50 up. 2847 Vorden. 377rad,a1 tires. F.xcellent condition. 377.
Garape Sale.
I 2689.
BENEFIT FOR SAN JOSE ZOO
’64 TRIUMPH TR 4 $1350 AM/FM,
Dinner-Dance Entertainment. Frontier
.
tops, clean. Must see to
HELP WANIED
Village, Sat. May 17. Donation $7.50 per
ate. Call Brad, 294-3517.
person. Includes dinner, dancing, rides.’
Adults only. Tickets available from: "57 CORVETTE, hard and soft tops, new WANTED: Dependable Babysitter for 9
Andy’s Pef Shop (The Alameda), San metalic brks and HD clutch plus 3-2’s mo, child two blocks from Campus. Call
286.4832.
Jose Zoo (Kelly Park). Weekends Only. $850. Rob, 287-7868.
EUROPE JET $279. See Monday & Fri- ’62 VW excellent cond. 25.000 miles on PART-TIME or full-time jobs, local or
day display ads. Sierra Travel, 9875 reblt engine, tuned exhause, $795. Call national phone for interviews. 797.5732.
COUNTER WORK. Yummers Roast Beef
Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills.
286.1358.
has many full time and part-time posi
SIAMESE Kittens Female 8 wks. Adorable
’63 CHEV van, very gd. cond. tight tions open for both men and women in
and playful. $10. Call 287.4449.
new restaurant. Apply in person,
their
"1,000 CLOWNS," - Morris Dailey, eng. new fires, big, economic $385/ Monday thru Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
offer. 867-4284 or 287.1301.
7 & 10 p.m., May 16, 50c.
1198 Meridian Ave., San Jose.
POETRY WANTED for cooperative VW Trailer Hitch $15 and/or snow WANTED: 2 Male Science Majors. To
poetry anthology. Include stamped en- chains $5. 964-0168 after 5 p.m.
assist in Psych. experiment. Pay $2.00
velope. Idlewild Press, 543 Frederick S.F. ’42 FORD FAIRLANE. Low mileage, hr. work done on campus. April-May.
94117.
good cond. New brakes: rih, auto. blk. Call Mrs. Rice 968-7548.
FEMALE TRAVELING COMPANION w. grey int. $795 or best offer. Call 4IRLS if you’re looking for a part time
needed for Europe. Call Wendy 287- 293.1233.
iob, with flexible hours & good pay,
.4.074.
don’t pass up this ad. No experience
ALPHA ETA RHO Aviation Fratern . ’65 VW Sunroof tilt Exc. Mech. con necessary $2.00 hr. Call 287-1196.
,
P,t offer over $900 takes. Phone
Aero Fly -In. Place: Clover Dale Airper,
"1,000 CLOWNS," - Morris Dailey,
Near Russian River. Time: 10 a.m. tc r.’7
7 & 10 p.m., May 16, 50c.
5 p.m. Day: Sunday, May 18. Cost: $1,00
LIBERAL. part-time housekeeper needed
FOR SALE (31
for food. Activitie4: Fishing, recreatioe
,or small apartment. Call 295-3786 bepicnic and flying competition.
’ore 11:15 a.m., MWF,
OPEN FLY -IN-ANYONE WELCOME
US. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field WANTED: Salesgirl. pert time now. full
REVVARD for info on 2 Yamaha ’72 ladies, bell bottom pants, leather end
sales. Some expermotorcycles stolen from front of Engi- suede jackets, camping supplies. HIP- time summer. Jewelry
preferred. Martin Jewelers. 1605
neering Bldg. btwn 12:30 and 1:30 PIE-FASHIONS. Lace end velvf ience
Hamilton.
Meridlan
at
5/15/’69. Ph. 298-3738.
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND FACULTY MEMBER FOR ADVISOR TO
STORE. 375 E. Hedcling. Between 8th MEN’S SERVICE CLUB. CALL 292-8309
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sot. & Sun. TOR INFORMATION.
AUTOMOTIVE ID
closed Mon.
Tutor wanted for Stat 115a, price open.
FOR SALE: ’63 Pontiac Catalina, good BICYCLE, 10.speed. Peugeot, very new,
tfter 2:30, leave number. 287.0439,
condition, new fires, $750/best offer. w/acces. Selling because I lost my flab
.
r Bob.
Phone 253-5101 after 5 p.m.
and for fees. $60. 287-4886.
Positions available in summer camp.
’64 MUSTANG V8. Power Steering &
71 ,rs and nvor. EKperienced
brakes, auto. trans. Must sell. 438.1028. ENGAGEMENT RING SET - Beautiful
r
n diving, Sail.
white
gold
with
pt.
solitiar
perfect
30
-;
;
- 4. Riding (Enq
’64 VW automatic Tr. $1810. ex. cond.
\haler rront. Naturalist, Tennis,
or Ii00 & tk. over pymfs. ph. 298-0533 thamond. Original $280 sell $175. 292.
9176.
Wrangler, Janitor, Night Watchman.
after 2 p.m.
’49 WILLY’S JEEP - reblf. enq. & SURFBOARD 9’6" Jacobs. $65. Call College Credit available. See Placement
Office or call 408/475.1430.
steering, Tow bar, roll bar, top hubs, Paul 297.5115.
mud tires. New starter. 4 wd. call 377. PANASONIC AM FM STEREO PLUS SENIOR OR GRAD STUDENT to assist
record
player.
Sony
TC255
tape
deck.
in teaching Remedial Reading. Now
after
5:30
p.m.
054E/
thru summer. $2.00 hr. Call 257-1809.
’62 FORD Stn. Wqn. 4 dr. V8. $325/best 28,-3481 room 9128.
LAND IN AUSTRALIA. one sq. ft. in
offer. 286-4301.
New
S.
Wales.
Great
for
a
gift
or
your
’69 VOLVO 644. $250/best offer. 286.
HOUSING 151
own bag. Legal deed $1.88 (2 for $3)
4301 or 287-4861.
Send now. Sydney Investors, 364 Fir
’67 Deluxe Sedan VW. Exc. cond. Must Tree Ct., Milpitas. Cal. 95035.
FURNISHED STUDIOS
( I & 2 room
sell. $1300/offer. 253-7968. eves.
SURFBOARD 9’10- Morey -Pope, good :
Atso I room. Reasonable. 37 S.
’59 VW bus es. mech. cond. $425/offer. roedit’en $10. Cell Jim 293 3+,72.
Call 287-0656. Eves.
’67 V%V, dark blue, exc. cond. R&H,
large luggage rack, ski rack, chains, ww.
$1325. Call Clerk, 241-2900, days. 2252242. eves.
’64 HONDA Trail 90. Exc. cond. 600. rni
$240. Call 292-0538, eves.
1967 MERCEDES I1ENZ 200 diesel
Blaupunkt radio, ww, driving lights, luxurious economy - rall 336-5170.
"1,000 CLOWNS" - Morris Dailey 7
& 10 p.m. Friday 50c
’58 VW Bus, just rblf. 9 passenger or
double bed for camping. Good shape.
$550. Call 374.1739.
’64 HARLEY DAVID. 250 SPRINT SS.
condition. 3.000 miles. Asking
A-1
$600/best offer. Call Ron, 286.6624.
’59 VW Bug. Exc. condition. A real bar.
gain. $390. Call 295-9094 after 5:30 p.m.
’66 H.D. SPRINT 250 cc. 4- acc. $450/
off. 286-9447 or 295.6685. Must sell by
June I. After 4 p.m.
’64 HONDA CB 160. Exc. cond. 2400
mi. Best offer. 697-2071.
’51 CHRYSLER MOTOR-413 cu. in.
good cond. great for inboard boat.
Call Bill after 7 p.m. 293-0948.
’67 SUNBEAM, excel. cond. new Mich
X, r/h, red. 4 speed. Call 253-0376.
$870/best offer.
’66 GTO. 389-4 speed power steering/
windibrks-wide oval tires. Ex. mech.
cond. Make offer. 251-5391.
YOU CAN’T BUY SPARTALIFE
’61 VW IUS, runs, needs some work.
Good transportation: must see to be.
THRU SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS.
lieve: $250. Winter Burn Surfboard, 9’
$65.
’64 FORD FALCON FUTURA, automatic
BUT THAT’S ABOUT ALL.
power steering, white/black intr. excellent cant:10.n. Best offer, call 2931233.
ANNOUNCEMENTS (11

rk.

r.:

SPARTALIFE

CLASSIFIED RATES
’ n mum
Three lines One day

Two days

One day

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Both Stores Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. Evenhip

for

tive from Dean Witter and Company, will speak on "The Future
of Conglomi

9:15

- in the 1970’s ’

Tillf

SPARTAN

Sunday, May 18
- MORNING sEMINAR
"Love Is Where It Is"

FINING 131141 M
5:11
"Did Satan Thwart Satan’s Plan?"
111,1n;., :1111) & SAN ANTONIO/
May 23 - Progressive Dinner

Three days

Four days

Five dsys

1.50

4 Ines
5 lines

2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.0-

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.110

.50

.50

.50

.50

Add this
amount for
each addi
bond line

0
0
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (I)
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Pernanala
Automotive (2)
0 Housing (5)
0 &Wan OD

For We (3;

Ltd and Teaert

FACULTY HOME $29,500 Pala Rancho.
Take over 6/, loan on 2 story, 4 bdrm.,
3bth. 259-6791 after 6 and weekends.
LARGE STUDIO apartment available for
summer and fall. 1/2 blk. from campus.
$80. Large office also available immediately $50 287-7387.
bath.
GIRL: furn. attractive 2 rms.
sep. enfr. my home. 4 blks. from SJS.
$65. utils. pd. non -smoker-drinker. After
5 p.m. 292-1327.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 1 bdrm.
opt. ph. 295-7724. lin PM)
GIRLS! SUMMER apt. for rent, and/or
roommates wanted. Low summer rates.
Also, fall vacancies. 399 S. 12th St.,
after 5 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $41.25/
mo. Royal Lanai Apts. Pool & Sauna.
Sr. or Jr. preferred. 272-0804.
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE? CALL
BAY AREA ROOMMATES 327-6392.
FURN. APT. - Married couples only.
$120.$135/mo. 165 E. Reed, Apt. 3, San
lose. Beginning June 15.
SUMMER RENTAL, 1 blk. from campus,
large 3 bdrm., 2 bth, dishwasher: 2 bdrm.
reduced rates. Fall rental, I, 2 bdrm.
296.4965.
TWO BDRM. house available for summer,
June 15.Sept. 15. 1/2 blk. from campus.
Call 287-3929.
YEAR ROUND RATES 2 br. unfurnished
apts. recently painted, new drapes, 5
min. from SJS. $110/mo. 293.5995.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for summer. nr. campus. Own room. $28/mo.
Keith 286.4839.
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm. apt. Fully furn.
11/2 bath, ww carpet. AEK, disp. Sum.
& Fall. 795-0763.
I Bedroom apt. for rent, 633 S. 8th,
Apt. I. Writer and Garboge paid.
SUMMER RATES. .Now taking applica
tions for summer and fall 2 & 3 bdrin.
furn. Ige units. Pool, 470 S. I Ith #1
287-7590.
ONE TO THREE FEMALE ROOMMATES
needed for summer. 470 S. I I th. Contact
Judy a+ 295.5545 after 5:30.
Near Boulder Creek. Large Furn. cabin
for sale quiet wooded area, 259-6066.
rnliErN7R,0806Ms. FOI 20,R. 29R87392with kitchen priv. FOOTS available for sum -

T:answisbor (1)
10111.1101..

WEDDING INVITATIONS 55.95/hundred
Free catalog and samples. Phone (416)
321-1317.
WE WILL DESIGN your engagement
ring and sell you a quality diamond at
a wholesale price. 40-60% off the retail price. Call Jim Self 286-0964.
TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits. $7.50. You
supply I yd. material & I yd. lining.
Allen Hall *122. 294-8741.
BABYSITTING IN THE HOME while you
afitend classes. Across from library. CaU
Mrs. B. Heppe, 287-0564.
PORTRAITS 2 8x10’s $12.50. Weddings,
commercial. Frank Dalkey Photographer.
Call 298.0894.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY by Richard Kelso for any occasion. Highest
quality. 286-1139 or 296.7992.
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
Free delivery, free service, no contract.
$10.00 per month. 251.2598,
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, accurate, minor editing, Mrs. Baxter, Phone
244-658 I .
TYPING - Term papers, reports, ditto&
stencils. West side: 252-5288.
GARDENING, landscaping & piping,
moving, pruning, cleaning (yard). Reasonable. Call 298.4383 or 287.5276.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
to fit your budget
VINO’S PHOTOGRAPHY &
CUSTOM COLOR LAB
Bus. 272.2210 - Res. 251-3126, 9-5 p.m.
TYPING - term papers, thesis, etc.
rearonable rates. Call Bonnie at 287361I I .
MOULDER MEN: If you want to look
J will cost you a quarter. WT 717.
W.. raare area.
f
TYPING r
IBM I
379-5098.
TRANSPORTATION (91
EUROPE, Jet Charters, $275-315 rd
+rip, $175 one way. 1217 Carleton.
Berkeley, 841-3965 after 5 p.m.
RIDE AVAILABLE. Commute from S.F.
to S.J. during summer session between
7:30 a.m..10:30 a.m. 564-4517 after 6
P.m.

LOST AND FOUND (61
LOST, Black Ice Framed Glasses in Red
-"ISO REWARD - 286-8795.
LOST: Pair of glasses in a ten case
REWARD. Call 258-5223.
PERSONALS 171

Come to:
Classified Adv.

DATING SERVICE, $2.00 for life. Expert
matching. 286.4540.
ENJOY THE WARM afternoons by visiting San Jose Zoo in Kelly Pork. Call
287.1637 for info.
LOOKING FOR A CLEAN AND 191EXPENSIVE HAPPENING? Wash and
wax your car at ASTOR’s Coin Auto
Wash 732 So. 1st.
Students please see me to make your
summer more enjoyable. I can show
you how a new VW will help you live
below your means. Doug Vaughn Bob Hirnsl Volkswagen 286-8800.
Brazen Arms - Win Saturday at Moffett Field. We love you.
SUNSHINE
SOMEONE CARES
CAN YOU?

Office -J206

M 10:30-11:30
Tues.- Thurs.
1:30 to 3:30

SERVICES HO
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
HAVE YOUR CAR
WASHED BY AN EXPERT!
Do it yourself. ASTOR’S Coin -op Autowash 732 So. 1st - 804 Lincoln.
PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.

Wed. 9:30-11:30
Fri. 1:30-3:00

Send in handy order blank.

No refunds on cancelled eds. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each lift/

3 lines
6 lines
7::"A.0e._./.0-1.1.4 )e

analyst

lesearch

13ank of Amei*icts, speaking on
"OUtlook for the Aero-Space In dually," and Louis Brizzolara,
securities analyst for Sutro and
Company, speaking on "Investment Outlook for the Electronics
Industry."
John Sullivan: account execu-

Spartan Daily Classifieds

COED DRAFT
ON SALE 19-21ST

10

Douglas,

PIZZA BEER - FINISH
Start off. 6 p.m. - $3.00

SOULUSIONS
Braid. hall conutione

INTERVIEW

.

An investment symposium is
being sponsored by the Society
for Advancement of Management
(SAM) Saturday at the Patio
Room of the Sainte Clairc Hotel.
The seminar will be from 1 to
4 p.m. and will cost $2 for students, $3.50 for facility, and $5
for general admission.
Speakers will include John

by SPORTIN’ LIFE

ALEX HALEY

1
\

SAM Investment Seminar

ANY CAR & BEGINNERS
WELCOME
TROPHIES, CHAMPAGNE &
OTHER AWARDS

RETURNS
With

.

i

ship, 12:30 p.m., Seventh and San
Fernando streets. Beach party.
Everyone welcome. Food provided but bring your own meat.

Representatives from the following school districts
be
on munpus during the next tno
weeks to Interview ts-lacher candidates for the 1969 -TO school
year. Interviews will be held In
the Placement (lentos% Bldg. AA,
122 S. Ninth St. Inters-steel candidates may sign for an appointment now.
FRIDAY, MAY 18
Monterey Peninsula Unified
(Monterey County) Elementary.
high.
WEDNESDAY, 3IAY 21
Rio Linda Union Elementary
(Sacramento County), kindergarten thiough six, special services
Patterson Joint Unified (Stanbdaus Count y), kindergarten

Enclose cash or check,
Make check out fo Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed la
Phone

City

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO! SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN fOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114

Plum anon 2 dap after Machu hi a5 ta 411110al

Days

Phone 294-6414. Exf. 2465

